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Training course has been organised within the project
„Transnational educational mobility of pupils

 and school education staff”, co – funded by the European Union
through the European Social Fund Plus,

European Social Fund Plus for Social Development



By taking part in this cours, I could enrich my skills, learn new ideas
and see diverse ways of solving problem I meet in my work.



The knowledge and skills acquired during the cours
will help me respond more effectively to the needs
of my students and solve the problems I encounter.



The stay in Barcelona will not only allow for professional development,
we could also get acquainted with the culture, history and beauty

of this extraordinary City and its immediate surroundings.



Barcelonetta –is our first impressions in Barcelona.
It couldn't have been better :)



Barcelona invites you to wander through its charming streets
behind the arches and squares.



After reading the novel „Barcelona Cathedral” by Ildefons Falcones
I had to see the Santa Maria del Mar Cathedral

with my own eyes.



The city is permeated with the spirit of Antonio Gaudi –
- Barcelonas most famous architect .



Barcelona is surrounded by hills, so walking around this city offers
Unforgettable views.

Tibidabo and Montjuic



A visit to the town of Tossa de Mar reveals the charms of the Costa Brava coast.



The flavors and smells of Catalan delicacies
and amazing aromatic coffee will stay with us for a long time



We came back full of new knowledge, ideas, impressions.
To change the world for the better,

you have to start changing with yourself :)
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